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DLNA® Certification Mark Usage Guidelines 

 
Updated Effective: February 1, 2017 

 
These DLNA Marking and Usage Guidelines (“Guidelines”) set forth rules for licensees’ use of or 

reference to DLNA’s certification marks on DLNA Certified® products, collateral, and other material, as 

well as the copyright notice requirements for DLNA Certified® products, collateral, and other material.  

DLNA reserves the right to modify these Guidelines from time to time as it deems necessary and to the 

extent permitted under law, and licensees will be bound to comply with the updated Guidelines upon 

reasonable notice. 

 

DLNA dissolved its business effective January 31, 2017.  DLNA engaged SpireSpark International, Inc. 

(“SpireSpark”) to provide testing and certification services during the winding down phase of DLNA’s 

business following its dissolution.  On and after February 1, 2017, SpireSpark is authorized to grant 

sublicenses to the DLNA Marks to third parties’ whose products have been certified for compliance with 

DLNA standards. 

 

DLNA’s Marks:  DLNA’s marks are those registered and unregistered marks that certify 

compliance with DLNA standards.  DLNA’s marks are identified in further detail below and are referred 

to collectively in these Guidelines as “DLNA Marks.” 

 

No License or Other Rights Granted:  This document does not grant you any right, license, 

title, or other interest in or to the DLNA Marks.  All such rights must be granted in a separate, written 

agreement signed by SpireSpark. 
 

Corporate Name Usage:  When making reference to the dissolved DLNA organization, for 

example by use of its acronym – DLNA – or its full name – Digital Living Network Alliance – to describe 

the organization, use of trademark or copyright symbols is not necessary.  Corporate names in word form, 

used in any manner or context, are not considered to be trademarks, service marks or certification marks, 

so no special notice marking is required. 

 

Examples: 

  “Prior to its dissolution, DLNA was the leading trade association for standards involving 

networked consumer electronics for home and personal applications.” 

 

  “We were members of the Digital Living Network Alliance prior to its dissolution.”   

 

Usage Notes:   

 

  Always follow these Guidelines for use of the corporate name in non-English characters 

or alphabets.   

 

  Corporate names are nouns and should be used to refer to the non-profit entity.   

Corporate names can be identical in form to service marks, trademarks or certification marks or be used 

as elements of these types of marks, but those uses have different rules as covered below.  Remember, if 

you are only referring to the former trade association, that is corporate name usage.  
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Certification Mark Usage for Certified Products:   When a product has been certified as 

compliant with DLNA’s interoperability standards, SpireSpark will sublicense the right to the 

manufacturer of that product to display one of the DLNA certification symbols on and in connection with 

such product. The intent is that this will inform the public and other vendors that the product has been 

tested with regards to its conformance with the certification standards.   Certification marks may only be 

used on certified products (including on the user interfaces for such certified products) or on packaging or 

in promotional materials describing the certified products.  They may not be used for any other purpose or 

any other way than as approved.  DLNA has two certification mark symbols as follows: 

 

DLNA CERTIFIED® 

 
 
In the United States, the ® symbol should be used to indicate that both of the certification mark symbols 

are registered certification marks of DLNA unless, at some point, the marks are no longer registered in 

the United States. At such time, the ® symbol must not be used in connection with the marks.  

 

Examples: 

 

  “Our company sells a DLNA CERTIFIED® router.”   

  

   printed on the label of a certified product. 

 

   embossed on the housing of a certified product. 
 

Usage Notes:  

 

  Certification marks may only be used on certified products (including on the user 

interfaces for such certified products) and related literature and packaging by the companies who develop, 

manufacture, promote and sell the products.  Certification marks may not be used by a licensee or the 

public for any other reason.   

 

 Certification marks are adjectives, so when the DLNA Marks are used as adjectives to 

indicate DLNA’s certification, they should be marked with the appropriate certification-mark symbol.  

 

  When using a certification mark repeatedly in text, it is permissible to use the ® or TM 

symbol on the first use of the mark and then whenever the mark is used again where a user might start 

reading, such as at the beginning of a new section or paragraph.   
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  It is NOT permissible to use the mark DLNA (by itself) or the logo to 

indicate that a product conforms to the certification standards.  The only permissible certification 

marks are DLNA CERTIFIED® and the  logo.   
 

  Although the certification logo may normally only be used by licensees in connection 

with certified products, DLNA has adopted a Limited Certification Mark License Agreement for 

Marketing Communications (the “Marketing License”) that permits third parties who have agreed to the 

terms of the Marketing License to use the certification logo in connection with the marketing, promotion, 

advertisement and sale of certified products that have been produced by a licensee.  The Marketing 

License is accessible on SpireSpark’s website at the following link: 

https://spirespark.com/dlna/marks-and-messaging/  
 

Trademark Usage for DLNA Technology Components:  DLNA recognized the value 

to both component manufacturers and their commercial customers of providing recognition when 

components are part of a DLNA CERTIFIED® device.  For this reason, DLNA adopted certain 

trademarks that could be used by licensees to indicate that a component is part of a DLNA CERTIFIED® 

device.  These trademarks are as follows: 

 

DLNA TECHNOLOGY COMPONENT™ 

 
 

 

The rules regarding the use of these trademarks are set forth in DLNA’s Technology Component 

Messaging Policy, located at: https://spirespark.com/dlna/marks-and-messaging/ 

 

Proper Use of DLNA Marks in General:  Whether using DLNA’s certification marks to 

indicate that products comply with DLNA standard; you must comply with the following usage rules: 

 

  Unless using a stylized version of the DLNA Marks (in which case you have to use the 

identical version shown above), always use the marks in bolded format and in capital letters. 

 

  Always use DLNA Marks as adjectives; never use the marks as verbs or nouns, or in the 

possessive or plural forms. 

 

  Always use the proper spelling and design of the DLNA Marks.  Licensees may not use 

any variations of the DLNA Marks, including without limitation similar marks, phonetic equivalents, and 

abbreviations.  Variations of the DLNA Marks may confuse consumers as to the source of or certification 

status of the products or services bearing the altered mark, and such uses may infringe DLNA’s trademark 

rights and be actionable under applicable laws. 

 

 

https://spirespark.com/dlna/marks-and-messaging/
https://spirespark.com/dlna/marks-and-messaging/
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  Always use DLNA Marks together with the symbol that denotes the appropriate status of 

the mark in the relevant jurisdiction, when applicable.  For example, in the United States, a mark 

registered with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is denoted by the symbol ®, and an unregistered 

mark is denoted by the symbol TM for trademark.  The trademark symbols are to be placed immediately 

after the mark in superscript (i.e., TRADEMARKTM, REGISTERED MARK®).  If you do not have the 

appropriate symbol keys in your word processing software, then using the TM or ® symbol in parenthetical 

form is also permissible (i.e., (TM) or (R)).  Do not use the ® symbol for a mark that is not registered in 

the particular country in which you use the mark.  Use of the ® symbol for unregistered marks is 

unlawful. Before using the ® symbol in connection with a DLNA Mark on a certified product or other 

materials where you use a DLNA Mark, please first check with SpireSpark regarding the registered status 

of the applicable mark in the jurisdiction where you will distribute the product. If you are unsure whether 

you should use the ® symbol or the ™ symbol, you must use the ™ symbol.  

 

  Whenever practical, use the DLNA trademark legend in the form set forth below in 

conjunction with your use of the DLNA Marks to identify DLNA as the owner of the marks.  The legend 

should be printed in legible type in a location typically used for copyright and other legal notices.  For 

example, legends are typically printed at the end of a document or advertisement, on the back of a 

brochure or flier, on the front cover of documentation, or at the bottom of a web page.   

 

“[Insert all DLNA Marks that are referred to or displayed in the marketing or promotional 

material] are trademarks or registered trademarks of Digital Living Network Alliance.  

All rights reserved.  Unauthorized use is strictly prohibited.” 

 

  DLNA’s graphic samples of DLNA Marks, including the alternative formats referenced 

above, should not be altered in any manner and should be used in a manner that ensures that each 

representation of the respective graphic sample is consistent, undistorted, and clear. 

 

  The design and/or logo of a DLNA Mark should not be displayed in a size so small that 

any design feature or the registered or unregistered status symbol of the mark is lost and should appear in 

exactly the same spatial relationships as set forth in the graphic samples provided by DLNA.  A design or 

logo should appear by itself, in a reasonable size, and should have a minimum amount of space on either 

side that equals its height. 

 

Prohibited Uses of DLNA Marks:  In addition to the prohibited uses set forth elsewhere in 

these Guidelines, you may not use any DLNA Mark in the following ways: 

  As part of your own trademark (example: do NOT adopt the name Company X DLNA 

Digital Media Server as a product name); 

  In combination with other non-DLNA trademarks (example: do NOT adopt the name 

MAXCELL DLNA as a product name); 

  In combination with other words, symbols, or numbers either as one word or with a 

hyphen (example: do NOT adopt the mark DLNA-X95 as a product name or model number); 

  As part of an Internet domain name; 

  To identify products or services that are not DLNA products or services or are not 

certified; 
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  In a manner that would imply DLNA’s affiliation with or endorsement, sponsorship, 

support, or certification of a third-party product or service;  

  In a manner likely to infringe, dilute, or impair DLNA’s rights in its marks; 

  In a manner that disparages or defames DLNA or any other person or entity, or in any 

other manner that is misleading, libelous, obscene, infringing, or otherwise objectionable;  

  In a manner that might diminish goodwill in any DLNA Marks; and 

  In connection with any unlawful activities or to encourage unlawful activities.  

 

Copyright Notices:  DLNA claims copyright in all copyrightable works authored by DLNA or 

acquired by DLNA through development or work for hire agreements.  You should assume that all text, 

images, sounds, code, script and designs previously used by DLNA are the property of DLNA and subject 

to copyright protection unless otherwise noted.  You may, as authorized, reproduce or download DLNA 

printed materials, and in doing so you should always remember to reproduce the copyright notices exactly 

as carried by those products.  No modifications are allowed. The DLNA copyright notices are in the 

following form:   

 

 © [year of publication] Digital Living Network Alliance. All rights reserved.  

 

 © [year of publication] DLNA. All rights reserved.   

  
The word “Copyright” may also be inserted before the © symbol. 

 

Questions:  These Guidelines discuss the most common questions and provide guidance for the use of 

DLNA Marks.  However, it is important to note that rules and requirements sometimes vary from country 

to country and from case to case.  Merely because a particular usage is not discussed or expressly 

prohibited in these Guidelines does not mean that it is approved.  Please direct any questions of use not 

covered in these Guidelines or in DLNA’s other guidelines referred to above to SpireSpark at: 

info@spirespark.com 
 

Recommended Disclaimer for DLNA use:   

Legal Disclaimer:  NOTHING CONTAINED IN THIS DOCUMENT SHALL BE DEEMED AS 

GRANTING YOU ANY KIND OF LICENSE IN ITS CONTENT, EITHER EXPRESSLY OR 

IMPLIEDLY, OR TO ANY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OWNED OR CONTROLLED BY DLNA. 

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” BASIS, AND TO THE 

MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, DLNA HEREBY DISCLAIMS ALL 

OTHER WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR 

AT COMMON LAW, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 

MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. DLNA FURTHER 

DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES OF TITLE, OWNERSHIP, NONINFRINGEMENT, 

ACCURACY, AND VALIDITY AND REGISTRATION OF RIGHTS IN ANY AND ALL 

COUNTRIES, WITH RESPECT TO THIS DOCUMENT, THE INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN, AND THE DLNA MARKS. 
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AS BETWEEN DLNA AND A LICENSEE, DLNA IS THE SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE OWNER OF 

DLNA, DIGITAL LIVING NETWORK ALLIANCE, DLNA & DESIGN, DLNA CERTIFIED, DLNA 

CERTIFIED & DESIGN, DLNA TECHNOLOGY COMPONENT, DLNA TECHNOLOGY 

COMPONENT & DESIGN AND ANY OTHER RELATED MARKS AND LOGOS USED IN THE 

UNITED STATES AND OTHER COUNTRIES. OTHER TRADEMARKS AND TRADE NAMES ARE 

THOSE OF THEIR RESPECTIVE OWNERS. 

 

© 2010-2017 Digital Living Network Alliance. All rights reserved. 

 

 

 


